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Maximize the effectiveness of your professional
activities through the use of wikis, and raise student
achievement in turn! With strategies from online
educator and technology expert Stephanie Sandifer,
this book provides how-to advice on the way in
which wikis result in a more efficient use of time,
better communication, and increased adult learning
for the members of your school community. Inside,
you'll find out how to promote collaboration and
productivity in your school, all while contributing to
improved student learning. Topics include: The Dos
and Don'ts of Wikis Social Networking Tools and
Wikis Wikis for Leadership and Administration Wikis
in the Classroom Wikis for Home-to-School
Communications Implement each of these practical,
innovative ideas and "wikify" your school today!
Managing Bids, Tenders and Proposals shows
suppliers and vendors how they can gain competitive
advantage by being more effective and productive
when pursuing sales opportunities and competing to
win new contracts. Suppliers and vendors can also
learn how to identify and reduce delivery risk and
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(RFTs) and requests-for-proposals (RFPs) is
frequently a challenging time for the supplier and
vendor bid teams. Within tight timeframes, they must
finalise their win strategy, determine their delivery
plans and create compelling documentation that
responds to the customer's questions and
requirements. This essential reference work explores
what needs to happen when responding to RFTs
and RFPs and explains the essential knowledge
needed by the bid teams. In clearly written and well-
structured chapters, Managing Bids, Tenders and
Proposals addresses everything a bid manager or
bid team member needs to know. Understanding
profit, pricing, value and risk are essential for
competitive pricing and profitable business. How
customers manage their procurement programmes
drives the lifecycle of a sales opportunity. Sales
governance based on objective criteria identifies the
right opportunities to pursue. Knowing what to look
for in RFPs and RFTs helps to structure powerful bid
responses. Understanding contracts, finance and
business cases protects the commercial position of
the supplier or vendor. Mastering these topics makes
bid management a complete discipline that places a
premium on leadership and managerial skills. Not
only are the fundamentals of bid management
captured simply and concisely, Managing Bids,
Tenders and Proposals also explains how to plan
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define what makes a bid response compelling, as
well as how to write and review bid documents to
best position your bid, tender or proposal. Managing
Bids, Tenders and Proposals introduces the
Bid.Win.Deliver Framework, a new and unique
approach for responding to sales opportunities. In 16
procedural steps, the Bid.Win.Deliver Framework
guides bid teams through the development process
from identifying a sales opportunity to developing a
compelling and competitive bid response. Any
supplier or vendor in any industry that submits bids,
proposals and tenders will benefit from adopting the
Bid.Win.Deliver Framework. The framework provides
a clear roadmap for implementing best-practice bid
management at suppliers and vendors in any
industry or market. The Bid.Win.Deliver Framework
equips any professional with the skills to lead and
manage a bid response. For experienced bid
managers, the Bid.Win.Deliver Framework provides
a common reference for discussion, reflection and
professional development.
This is Not a How-To Book. . Pete Seeger's 1949
song If I had a Hammer is about commitment to
justice, equality, and peace, and the notion of
repurposing a hammer from a work tool to a tool for
social justice still resonates today. Each of us is
called to take up the tools at our disposal and use
them to build a better, more just society. Building
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activism transforms the work from the mundane
pursuit of dollars to the life-altering pursuit of
change. You Have a Hammer: Building Grant
Proposals for Social Change advises you to build
proposals that will produce lasting impact. It's not
about how to write grant proposals; it's about how to
use grant-seeking as a tool for building a better
world.
A practical guide to winning contracts and funding
through competitive bids, tenders, and proposals,
this updated edition includes taking action during pre-
proposal stages and market intelligence with
additional advice to help manage the process of
proposal writing.
Powerful ProposalsHow to Give Your Business the
Winning EdgeAMACOM Div American Mgmt Assn
Winning proposals that turn prospects into clients
Based on the proposal-writing system used at A.T.
Kearney and KPMG Peat Marwick, Writing Winning
Business Proposals features proven strategies,
along with worksheets and other tools that clearly
show clients what they want and will easily seal the
deal. Thoroughly updated, the third edition offers
general guidelines that apply to all business
proposals making this the must-have proposal-
writing book to have on hand. Writing Winning
Business Proposals features: Winning formula from
top consultants proven to work for any proposal
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all the difficulties Up-to-date, user-friendly redesign
with new worksheets and charts Updates on fees
and collaboration If you're seeking approval for
projects, or want a client to buy, invest or do
something, Writing Winning Business Proposals is
the reference you need to get you to get them to do
what you want.
Previous Praise for Winning Grants Step by Step
"Warning: this book works. It provokes you to ask the
rightquestions, hand-holds you through practical
exercises, and offers amap that includes paths to
develop strategic relationships withfunders." —E.
Eduardo Romero, Nonprofit Roundtable "Winning
Grants Step by Step is a very practical A-to-Z
resourcethat speaks to the importance of staying
focused on your missionevery step of the way. The
third edition is artfully updated withwords of wisdom
from grantmakers themselves, as well as updates
onthe latest processes and buzzwords all
grantseekers need toknow." —Heather Iliff, Maryland
Association of NonprofitOrganizations "With solid
advice and clear examples, nonprofit leaders willfind
it a page turner!" —Clarence Hauer, senior director,
strategy andorganizational development, St. Louis
Nonprofit ServicesConsortium "Winning Grants Step
by Step is a gift to nonprofitorganizations. The
valuable insights and hands-on tools willinstantly
make any proposal more competitive." —Alex Carter,
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proposals is essential for nonprofitleaders. Winning
Grants Step by Step provides important guidance
tothose who are new to fundraising as well as to
anyone who needs arefresher. This new edition of
Winning Grants brings updated tipsand vivid
examples. As an experienced fundraising consultant,
Ibelieve it will help my clients and colleagues alike."
—Maria Gitin, CFRE, Maria Gitin & Associates "As an
executive director, fundraising is on my mind every
day.It's great to have a resource like Winning Grants
Step by Step touse and share with my board, staff,
and peers." —Deborah Menkart, executive director,
Teaching forChange
Based on the author’s TeleSmart 10 System for Power
Selling, this award-winning business book pinpoints the
ten skills essential to high-efficiency, high-success sales
performance in an age of telesales and digital selling.
Smart Selling on the Phone and Online equips
salespeople with the powerful tools they need to open
stronger, build trust faster, handle objections better, and
close more sales when dealing with customers they
can’t see face-to-face. You’ll learn how to: overcome
ten different forms of “paralysis” and reestablish
momentum; sell in sound bites, not long-winded
speeches; ask the right questions to reveal customer
needs; navigate around obstacles to get to the power
buyer; and prioritize and manage your time so that more
of it is spent actually selling.The world of selling keeps
changing, and sales professionals are on the front line of
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accessible text with clear graphics and step-by-step
processes, Smart Selling on the Phone and Online will
help any rep master the world of sales 2.0 and become a
true sales warrior.
Describes a method of negotiation that isolates
problems, focuses on interests, creates new options, and
uses objective criteria to help two parties reach an
agreement
Acquire the necessary skills to win business through
proposals, bids, tenders, and presentations—this hands-
on guide is your partner for success You have in your
hands the collected knowledge and skills of the
professional proposal writer. Proposal writing is a
profession — a growing and increasingly important one
and an essential part of a broader group of business
development professionals who plan and execute
strategies for businesses who want to obtain new
customers. Proposal writers have a professional
organization — the Association of Proposal Management
Professionals (APMP) — and their best practices are the
foundation for this book. Proposal writing is a skill you
can learn, practice, and master; you can even go through
a professional certification process to prove your
mastery. Writing Business Bids & Proposals For
Dummies is your no-nonsense guide to finding out what
professional proposal writers know and for applying it to
your own business. If you’re a small- to medium-size
business owner, a first-time proposal writer in a medium-
size company, or a sales representative, you know that a
written proposal (printed or electronic) is still a common,
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plain English, Writing Business Bids & Proposals For
Dummies will help you to: Know the difference between
reactive proposals (the RFP or request for proposal) and
proactive proposals Focus on the customer by going
beyond their requirements to address their true needs
Know your competition through research and analysis
Write persuasively to develop a winning business
proposal Plan and use a repeatable proposal process
Incorporate a lessons learned aspect to your proposal
process Use tools and templates to accelerate your
proposals Motivate and lead your proposal team to
ensure they’re on the same page Use graphics to
enhance your proposals Learn ways to automate your
proposal development process And a whole lot more
Additionally, you’ll gain access to ten templates for
building a proposal, find out ten common misconceptions
about bids and proposals, and add a compiled list of
online resources to your toolset. Grab a copy of Writing
Business Bids & Proposals For Dummies to start
sharpening your proposal writing skillset.
As the competition for private foundation dollars
becomes increasingly more intense, nonprofit
organizations are struggling to find competent grant
writers who can show results. But even a perfectly
written proposal, or a highly qualified grant writer, cannot
guarantee funding. Best Practices in Grant Seeking:
Beyond the Proposal explores how to involve an
organization’s leadership in the grant seeking process,
and how to work together with staff from public relations,
program,s and even other fundraising areas, to make the
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in this book can help nonprofit officials determine agency-
wide activities – both short and long term – that support
and enhance the efforts of the grant writer and that will
ultimately improve the amount and number of grants
receive from foundations by building long-lasting
relationships with funders, accessing the power of their
communities, and establishing internal communication
and cooperation.
A guide to writing grant proposals tailored specifically to
a donor?s interests, complete with step-by-step
instructions and samples of winning proposals. In grant-
seeking, words can go where the applicant can?t?the
foundation boardroom, the corporation?s
headquarters?so it?s important to use them as the
strategic, powerful tools that they are. This book shows
readers how to find, frame, and use words effectively to
make the case for any organization and its projects.
Readers are provided the tools for crafting a grant
proposal that speaks directly to the funder?s interests.
Grant-seekers will learn: ? How to find out which funders
fit their project exactly ? Strategies for figuring out what
each grant-maker is looking for ? Critical tips for crafting
attention-grabbing proposals Koch shows readers how to
write with a point of view that is geared to the funder?s
interests and goals, while remaining true to the project.
Packed with examples of winning proposals, and
strategies for using words to inspire and convince, this is
the must-have resource for any grant-seeker hoping to
stand apart from the crowd.
The definitive career guide for grad students, adjuncts,
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their Ph.D. into their ideal job Each year tens of
thousands of students will, after years of hard work and
enormous amounts of money, earn their Ph.D. And each
year only a small percentage of them will land a job that
justifies and rewards their investment. For every
comfortably tenured professor or well-paid former
academic, there are countless underpaid and
overworked adjuncts, and many more who simply give
up in frustration. Those who do make it share an
important asset that separates them from the pack: they
have a plan. They understand exactly what they need to
do to set themselves up for success. They know what
really moves the needle in academic job searches, how
to avoid the all-too-common mistakes that sink so many
of their peers, and how to decide when to point their
Ph.D. toward other, non-academic options. Karen Kelsky
has made it her mission to help readers join the select
few who get the most out of their Ph.D. As a former
tenured professor and department head who oversaw
numerous academic job searches, she knows from
experience exactly what gets an academic applicant a
job. And as the creator of the popular and widely
respected advice site The Professor is In, she has
helped countless Ph.D.’s turn themselves into stronger
applicants and land their dream careers. Now, for the
first time ever, Karen has poured all her best advice into
a single handy guide that addresses the most important
issues facing any Ph.D., including: -When, where, and
what to publish -Writing a foolproof grant application
-Cultivating references and crafting the perfect CV -Acing
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trap -Making the leap to nonacademic work, when the
time is right The Professor Is In addresses all of these
issues, and many more.
Tips for catching and holding an agent's attention.
Essential reading for any fiction or nonfiction writer
seeking publication, The Complete Idiot's Guide® to
Book Proposals & Query Letters provides in-depth
information on composing a successful query letter as
well as detailed suggestions on how to craft each
element of a book proposal - from author bio to
marketing and competition information to a synopsis for
fiction writers. By following the same guidelines an agent
uses when submitting her client's book proposals to
editors (and selling them), writers are given proven
techniques for creating winning submissions. ?The most
comprehensive information on query letters found in any
book on writing ?The only book on book proposals that
also targets a fiction audience ?Author is an agent who
also blogs to a readership of about 1,500 daily
Write to Influence! Personnel Appraisals, Resumes,
Awards, Grants, Scholarships, Internships, Reports, Bid
Proposals, Web Pages, Marketing, and More Powerful
writing can change your life! You may be the best
candidate for a competitive opportunity–hands down–but
if the competition is better at telling a story, you lose.
Powerful writing correlates directly to success, personal
and professional. Opportunity knocking? Choose Write to
Influence! when powerful writing is paramount to your
goals. With this book you will: Write to win–Make every
word count and every second of the reader's time play to
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communication in legal and many other applications
Write a resume that stands out ... for the right reasons.
Uncomfortable with self-promotion? No problem–twelve
tips make job hunting less daunting Compose
performance reviews–clear, powerful, compelling–for
military and civilian writing Persuade the reader–Tips on
strategic thinking will help you assemble hard-hitting
facts to make your case Refine your presentation skills.
Write and deliver a corporate speech? Learn to give a
spot-on power point briefing Maximize your internet
promotion–leverage powerful words to do just that Craft
professional email–polished, succinct, and effective
communication Make the grade (pun intended) with
academic essays for high school thru graduate school
degrees, e.g., an MBA Improve business writing
skills–Avoid the ten most common errors with this
correspondence how-to guide Attention employers! Write
to Influence! is perfect for your employees! Have you
read a paragraph in a report again and again ... unable
to understand it? Bureaucratic, textual muck is time
consuming, frustrating, counterproductive, and the bane
of today's business products. Accurate, clear, and
concise writing is the lifeblood for effective operations ...
in private business, corporations, NGOs, government
agencies and the military, in particular. Early Reviews:
"Write to Influence! is a gem ... Anyone interested in not
just adequate but powerful, super-charged writing will
appreciate this clear discussion of how to produce
effective, attention-grabbing pieces in all kinds of
business and real-world scenarios ... where standout
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failure. " –D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer, Midwest Book
Review "Write to Influence! is an essential guide for
anyone seeking to improve their writing skills and inform
or influence others with the written word. I write daily and
constantly seek ways to improve my writing skills. Write
to Influence will be on my desk to help me on that
journey." –Mark Amtower, Managing Partner, Amtower &
Company "Rating – 5 stars. This book is fantastic! It is
spot-on for persuasive writing. This should be the
textbook for a class required of all incoming college
freshman, and a high school class, a class for all military
officers, and a refresher at most companies ... I don't
know of anyone who would not benefit from this book! "
–NetGalley Reviewer "Carla brilliantly captured in one
entertaining, easily read document the nuances of writing
that infuse products with clarity, focus, and direction. If
effective writing is your goal, put this book in your tool
kit!" –Dr. Lani Kass, Senior Vice President, Corporate
Strategic Advisor, CACI "This book should be in every
professional's library. I heartily recommend Write to
Influence! " –Baba Zipkin, Former Senior Counsel, IBM
"Write to Influence! will be my go-to-guide for many
years to come ... It is now a must-read reference for all of
my employees." –Rick Mix, President & CEO, Cleared
Solutions Inc. About the author: Carla D. Bass retired as
an Air Force colonel after 30 years active duty.
Throughout her career, she: Worked directly with general
officers, ambassadors, congressional delegations, and
foreign dignitaries Wrote hundreds of personnel
appraisals, award nominations, and other competitive
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elevator speeches and executive memoranda, much of
which was sent to Congress Composed and delivered
briefings to individuals for whom five minutes was
significant Taught writing to thousands of Air Force
members for 15 years – to rave reviews that her
techniques work! Write to Influence! is based on the
acclaimed class Carla taught to thousands of Air Force
personnel for 15 years. Students confirmed time and
again that these techniques opened doors and changed
their lives.
Social workers are required to communicate in writing for
a range of purposes and audiences. The new edition of
this best-selling book aims to raise the profile of writing
skills in social work practice. It encourages the
development of writing techniques which will stand the
reader in good stead throughout their professional
career. Examples of the types of writing covered include:
- Case-notes - Reports - Proposals - Literature reviews -
Journal articles - Funding applications. Reflective
exercises, hot tips for effective writing and further
reading are included in each chapter. The book is also
linked to the professional standards that structure
training, practice and continuing professional
development. It will be an essential study guide for all
students, practitioners and managers in social work
settings.
Additional written evidence is contained in Volume 3,
available on the Committee website at
www.parliament.uk/efracom
Use the latest technology and techniques to craft winning
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True or false? In selling high-value products or services:
'closing' increases your chance of success; it is essential
to describe the benefits of your product or service to the
customer; objection handling is an important skill; open
questions are more effective than closed questions. All
false, says this provocative book. Neil Rackham and his
team studied more than 35,000 sales calls made by
10,000 sales people in 23 countries over 12 years. Their
findings revealed that many of the methods developed
for selling low-value goods just don‘t work for major
sales. Rackham went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling
method. SPIN describes the whole selling process:
Situation questions Problem questions Implication
questions Need-payoff questions SPIN-Selling provides
you with a set of simple and practical techniques which
have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies
with dramatic improvements to their sales performance.
In this valuable handbook, writers learn how to market
the potential of a book idea and effectively communicate
that potential in a proposal that publishers will read.
Award Winning Grant Proposal Writing was written to
meet the needs of anyone attending our seminars or for
the reader who picks up the book off the shelf to assure
that your non-profit organization knows how to meet the
necessary requirements to receive grants, therefore, we
start from the beginning and walk you through step by
step to position your organization for the many facets to
receive grant funding.
Part book, part CD-ROM, I'll Grant You That is an all-
in-one resource for finding funds, designing winning
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Competition for research funds in epidemiology,
preventative medicine, and biostatistics has never
been more intense and, at the same time, the grant
application and review process at such agencies as
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) is undergoing
significant transformation. Writing Dissertation and
Grant Proposals: Epidemiology, Preventive Medicine
and Biostatistics targets effective grant proposal
writing in this highly competitive and evolving
environment. Covering all aspects of the proposal
writing process, the text: Provides summary
checklists and step-by-step guidelines for grant
structure and style alongside broader strategies for
developing a research funding portfolio Explains how
to avoid common errors and pitfalls, supplying critical
do’s and don’ts that aid in writing solid grant
proposals Demonstrates proven tactics and
illustrates key concepts with extensive examples
from successfully funded proposals Written by an
established NIH reviewer with inside knowledge and
an impressive track record of funding, Writing
Dissertation and Grant Proposals: Epidemiology,
Preventive Medicine and Biostatistics is a virtual
cookbook of the appropriate ingredients needed to
construct a winning grant proposal. Therefore, the
text is not only relevant for early-stage investigators
including graduate students, medical
students/residents, and postdoctoral fellows, but also
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epidemiologists, and health professionals who
cannot seem to break the barrier to obtain NIH-
funded research.
Grant Writing For Dummies, 3rd Edition serves as a
one-stop reference for readers who are new to the
grant writing process or who have applied for grants
in the past but had difficulties. It offers 25 percent
new and revised material covering the latest
changes to the grant writing process as well as a
listing of where to apply for grants. Grant writers will
find: The latest language, terms, and phrases to use
on the job or in proposals. Ways to target the best
websites to upload and download the latest and user-
friendly application forms and writing guidelines.
Major expansion on the peer review process and
how it helps improve one's grant writing skills and
successes. One-stop funding websites, and state
agencies that publish grant funding opportunity
announcements for seekers who struggle to find
opportunities. New to third edition.
Guarantee value and profit with every proposal you
write! Business proposals cross the desks of
decision makers all the time, but rarely do they
credibly promise high impact and impressive ROI.
When they do, though, the people that matter pay
attention. The Consultant’s Guide to Results-Driven
Business Proposals presents a systematic,
structured method for gaining the attention of clients,
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project. ROI experts Jack and Patti Phillips take the
proposal process to a new level by providing the
means to prove forecasted value using systematic,
routine processes. You’ll learn new techniques for
predicting ROI and clearly illustrating the financial
value a proposed project will deliver—which always
makes a powerful impression on anyone who reads
it. The authors also address the key issue of
providing what every stakeholder wants in a
project—success guarantees. The Consultant’s
Guide to Results-Driven Business Proposals
explains how to: Write proposals that are effective,
efficient, timely, and on target Set objectives for
proposals at a variety of levels Deliver your proposal
to the most influential people Develop a success
guarantee to drive total customer satisfaction The
Consultant’s Guide to Results-Driven Business
Proposals is the difference between proposals that
simply cross a desk and those that turn the heads of
decision makers. This is the tool you need for
transforming the process of business-proposal
writing from a torturous task with a side of anxiety to
an opportunity for approval and a chance to
showcase your expertise.
Sign the contract…then write the book. The good
news is that almost every nonfiction book published
is sold by a proposal. In this comprehensive yet
accessible guide, you will learn exactly what a
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yours together into an informative, persuasive selling
package. Already a favorite for thousands of aspiring
writers, this book has been revised and updated by
Elizabeth Lyon to feature nearly two dozen actual
proposals, plus: · Choosing a topic based on current
trends and competing titles · Drafting the perfect
concept statement—daring agents and editors to
reject you · Defining and targeting your
readership—then connecting with them · Preparing a
table of contents and chapter summaries ·
Submitting exciting and well-written sample chapters
· Writing query letters · Devising a marketing plan
that will excite agents and publishers
How do we leverage technology - specifically wikis
and other web-based tools - to improve our
collaboration, communication, creative thinking,
problem-solVietnameseng, and change processes?
How do we make better use of our time and better
use of technology resources such as server space
and email? How do we model 21st Century tools for
better communication and collaboration across all
levels of our educational organizations? Wikis can
transform how educators work together enabling us
to work more efficiently in order to devote more time
focused on our core mission of educating all
students. Learn more about how wikis can transform
your organization, why we should be using them,
and how to get started in Wikified Schools: Using
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This book includes real–life examples from over 70
respected organizations, small and large,
representing a multitude of industries using stories to
drive results. Leaders from organizations such as
Microsoft, Lands’ End, Verizon, U.S. Air Force, and
World Vision demonstrate the strong positive
influence stories can have. No abstract theories or
platitudes are conveyed here. The book spells out
how Kevin Roberts, CEO worldwide of Saatchi &
Saatchi, achieved sustained sales growth after
several mergers and downsizings caused the
organization to fall on hard times. It also shows how
Erik Shaw, president and CEO of FivePoint Federal
Credit Union, overcame resistance to an
organizational name change, resulting in
membership growth exceeding the national average.
How does a company constantly win more business
than its rivals? A key factor is the ability to create
proposals that outshine those from even the
strongest competitors. Powerful Proposals helps
businesses maximize the selling power of their
proposals, with proven strategies for going beyond
"this is what we do" documents in favor of customer-
centered offers that highlight the tangible benefits
your company offers. This powerful process offers
tools and techniques that will let any firm: * assess
their "winner or loser" proposal status and take
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""Big Four"" questions that a proposal must answer
to be successful * create "A+" proposals in less time
with less wasted effort via a simple, repeatable
process * neutralize the issue of price when the firm
is not the low-price provider Powerful Proposals
takes readers step by step through designing
executive summaries, writing themes, and
generating the text. There is also valuable
information on strategy, graphics, callouts, and other
visual elements.
Illustrates an integrated process of planning and
writing persuasive grant proposals.
The Teaching Writing series publishes user-friendly
writing guides penned by authors with publishing
records in their subject matter. Most grants
books—often hundreds of pages long—make grant
writing seem too intimidating, but Gorsevski gets to
the heart of the process. In simple steps, Writing
Successful Grant Proposals highlights key things
savvy proposal writers do to attract and secure
prospective funders. With clear, concise instructions,
this book demystifies grant proposal writing, from the
initial development phase, to the writing and
submissions phase, to the grant award phase, to the
final delivery of project results phase. This small but
mighty guide shares with readers effective strategies
for adapting proposals to meet diversity, digital, and
other evolving 21st Century constraints of grant
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the proposed project done on time and under
budget, plus many other insider tips for smoothly
navigating through the grants process. This handy
guidebook is designed to help academics, non-
profits, ‘creatives,’ and entrepreneurs to write
successful grant proposals. “This little book gets
quickly to the important points. Even better, Dr.
Gorsevski has been around the grant-writing block a
few times herself. She's giving honest answers and
pragmatic advice. This is all the stuff you really need
to know!” – Dale Cyphert, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Management, College of Business
Administration, University of Northern Iowa “Finally!
A savvy book on grants that speaks to large social
concerns of peace, environment, justice and multiple
audiences. Gorsevski's book is a much needed
resource for agency, academic and volunteer
leaders alike regarding the do's and don'ts of dealing
with diverse donors and RFPs.” – George A. Lopez,
Hesburgh Professor of Peace Studies Emeritus,
University of Notre Dame, and former Vice-President
of the US Institute of Peace/div /divEllen W.
Gorsevski, Ph.D., shares her experience in writing
successful grant proposals in private sector think
tanks and contracting firms and in public sector
teaching and research. She is author of books on
persuasive communication, including Peaceful
Persuasion: The Geopolitics of Nonviolent Rhetoric
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